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 Alianza powers CSPs with voice over cloud services delivered by Infovista’s Ativa™ platform 
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Configuring work orders in TEMS Paragon | Goals and Failures Editor 




Explore in this video tutorial how to efficiently configure network testing work orders with TEMS™ Paragon's revolutionary Goals and Failures Editor
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How to successfully plan Fixed Wireless Access networks with Planet




Watch webinar to get valuable insights, expert guidance, and a live demonstration on how to plan your Fixed Wireless Access network in Planet
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Bringing 360° Intelligence for Autonomous Networks

Meet us at FutureNet World on April 16-17 and explore solutions that revolutionize network operations and unlock new revenue stream

Find Out More
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Deliver networks people love

We design and build software solutions so Telecoms and Enterprises can deliver the best network experience and optimize profitability
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Alianza Voice Analytics Portal, powered by Ativa™

Alianza powers CSPs with voice over cloud services delivered by Infovista’s Ativa™ platform

Read Press Release
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What's new in automated assurance?

Learn how to accelerate your automation journey towards autonomous networks
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What's new in 5G network testing?

Deliver superior OTT services and efficiently test 5G with innovative solutions
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Customer experience



Ensure high-quality service delivery and customer experience down to the subscriber level
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Value creation



Maximize business outcomes and revenue streams for Telecoms and Enterprises
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Operational efficiency



Optimize your operations and costs with intelligent processes and correlations
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Network transformation



Breakdown business and technology silos with data-driven solutions across your network lifecycle
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Next-gen platform



Realize the potential of cloud, automation and AI/ML to deliver scalable next-gen networks
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Industry leadership



Leverage the experience with more than 1200+ customers worldwide who use our industry leading solutions
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Working with the team at Infovista, we demonstrate how automating routine tasks and processes delivers for both the business and our customers.



Reza Rahnama, MD for Mobile Networks
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Our work with Infovista has delivered an open solution that will allow us to scale and automate many of the critical capabilities we need to deliver on our vision. 



Tareq Amin, Chief Technology Officer


Rakuten Mobile  
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Infovista worked closely with us to integrate Ativa™. We now have better visibility and enhanced troubleshooting capabilities helping us deliver the best cloud communications experience for our service provider customers.



Steven Briggs, VP, Operations & Support


Alianza
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Infovista’s solution is a strong cloud-native platform that has all the attributes we need to enable us to leverage automation and machine learning to deliver a best-in-class customer experience.



Shane Sura, VP of Network Operations


Colt
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The Infovista Planet solution supports Ooredoo Kuwait across our 5G planning  and deployment phase allowing us to reduce time to market along with  optimizing our 5G site investment.  



Essa Haider, Director Network Planning & Design


Ooredoo
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Infovista's ability to quickly and accurately model technology based on our requirements was the key for us to be the first to market. 



Stevan Filipovic, Head of Technology Leadership


Ericsson
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Use case-based solutions




 
Innovative, rapidly deployable solutions for your network and digital transformation
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Planet Suite



Accurate and efficient RAN planning & optimization



Discover Planet































TEMS™ Suite



Network testing to optimize customer experience



Discover TEMS































Ativa™ Suite



Next-generation automated assurance for 360° visibility



Discover Ativa




























Infovista Cloud Platform™




 
Cloud-native platform powering the automation of your network infrastructure across its entire lifecycle
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VMware
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Rakuten Symphony
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Accenture
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Google Cloud
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AWS
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Ericsson
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 Automated Assurance: behind Italgas IoT smart meters’ success



Discover how Automated Assurance ensures the leading Italian gas distributor manage 8M connected smart meters and helps CSPs seize the IoT opportunity
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 Introducing a pragmatic approach for video streaming quality testing



Discover how to streamline video streaming quality testing for optimal user experience and cost efficiency with Infovista's pragmatic approach
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 BT-Infovista partnership leverages automation for superior customer experience



BT and Infovista's decade-long partnership enhances voice quality through automation, delivering superior customer experiences and reducing resolution
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 Customer experience, monetization, automation: why meet with Infovista at MWC Barcelona 2024



Meet Infovista at MWC24 in Barcelona and elevate your customer experience with business-driven network automation 



Learn More
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 Infovista to drive openness throughout CSPs’ networks with commitment to TM Forum’s ODA and Open API Manifestos



Infovista signed TM Forum’s ODA and Open API Manifestos to harness the power of openness and unlock new growth and efficiency opportunities for CSPs 
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 Alianza powers CSPs with voice over cloud services delivered by Infovista’s Ativa™ platform


 Alianza Voice Analytics Portal, powered by Ativa™, enables CSPs to monitor, troubleshoot, and track SLA-driven cloud-based voice services  
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 SmarTone partners with Infovista to elevate customer experience


 Hong Kong's leading telecommunications provider, SmarTone, employs Ativa™ automated assurance solution to deliver premium voice, data, OTT, and 5G F...
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 Infovista welcomes Chris Botting as Chief Product Officer to drive customer experience innovation


 Paris, France – Thursday January 4th, 2024 – Infovista today announced the appointment of Chris Botting as Chief Product Officer (CPO). With over th...
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 Infovista named a winner in the Fierce Innovation Awards


 Company recognized in the Network Test and Measurement Category for the world’s largest 5G benchmarking project
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 Italgas monitors 8 million connected smart meters with Infovista’s Ativa™


 Italian energy utility expects over 90% savings across nationwide network through reduced field visits and improved SLA controls with regulator and ...
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 Monetizing 5G and B2B Services



This webinar contain key requirements for next-gen assurance, covering strategies for fast service deployment, SLA control at scale and exceptional cu...
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 Leveraging generic testing techniques to validate the user experience for OTT apps



Watch this webinar to learn how generic testing techniques can help you overcome the challenges you face with OTT testing
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 How to successfully plan Fixed Wireless Access networks with Planet



Watch webinar to get valuable insights, expert guidance, and a live demonstration on how to plan your Fixed Wireless Access network in Planet




Learn More
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 Managing a new RF environment



How can operators leverage automation, AI/ML and Cloud to deploy and operate their 5G network and how does active testing and service assurance fit in...
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 The evolution of test and measurement in the move to disaggregated, cloud-native 5G networks



How can mobile operators increase the efficiency of network testing in the 5G era?
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 How to successfully test the user experience of OTT video streaming on mobile networks



Learn how to successfully and cost-effectively validate the user experience of OTT video streaming services on your network
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 OTT telephony application testing (2/2)



See how Infovista’s generic OTT telephony application testing approach was validated to be a representative benchmark for native OTT telephony app tes...
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 OTT telephony application testing (1/2)



Explore the generic OTT telephony application concept, its codec/client adaptation and settings, and recommended KPIs to be used for testing.
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 Understanding mmWave Planning: A TechM & Infovista Perspective Whitepaper



Find out how Tech Mahindra delivers smart, modular, automated, artificial intelligence (AI) based mmWave 5G planning by using Infovista’s solutions.
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 The evolution of 5G network planning



Increase the speed and accuracy of your 5G network planning with automated use case-centric workflows




Learn More
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Find out how we can help your business
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Infovista empowers CSPs and Enterprises to enhance network, service, and customer experience intelligence, driving efficiency, cost savings, and revenue acceleration. Trusted by 1,000+ customers worldwide, including 400 MNOs, we optimize, assure, and monetize mobile, fixed, and private networks.
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Subscribe to our communications


Need updates? Get the latest industry insights, news and Infovista product releases straight to your inbox.
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